Tri-polar concentric ring electrode development for laplacian electroencephalography.
Brain activity generates electrical potentials that are spatio-temporal in nature. Electroencephalography (EEG) is the least costly and most widely used noninvasive technique for diagnosing many brain problems. It has high temporal resolution, but lacks high spatial resolution. In an attempt to increase the spatial selectivity, researchers introduced a bipolar electrode configuration utilizing a five-point finite difference method (FPM) and others applied a quasi-bipolar (tri-polar with two elements shorted) concentric electrode configuration. To further increase the spatial resolution, the authors report on a tri-polar concentric electrode configuration for approximating the analytical Laplacian based on a nine-point finite difference method (NPM). For direct comparison, the FPM, quasi-bipolar method (a hybrid NPM), and NPM were calculated over a 400 x 400 mesh with 1/400 spacing using a computer model. A closed-form analytical computer model was also developed to evaluate and compare the properties of concentric bipolar, quasi-bipolar, and tri-polar electrode configurations, and the results were verified with tank experiments. The tri-polar configuration and the NPM were found to have significantly improved accuracy in Laplacian estimation and localization. Movement-related potential (MRP) signals were recorded from the left prefrontal lobes on the scalp of human subjects while they performed fast repetitive movements. Disc, bipolar, quasi-bipolar, and tri-polar electrodes were used. MRP signals were plotted for all four electrode configurations. The signal-to-noise ratio and spatial selectivity of the MRP signals acquired with the tri-polar electrode configuration were significantly better than the other configurations.